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INGENUITY IN ACTION.

CAUTIONARY STATEMENT REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION
This presentation contains “forward-looking

Although we believe that our expectations as expressed in

statements” within the meaning of section 27A of

these forward-looking statements are reasonable, we cannot

business of the end-market users we serve; the

the Securities Act of 1933 and section 21E of the

assure you that our expectations will turn out to be correct.

adequacy of local labor supplies at our facilities;

Securities Exchange Act of 1934. We intend the

Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially

current or future limits on manufacturing capacity

forward-looking statements throughout this

include, but are not limited to, those factors referenced in our

at our various operations; our ability to

presentation to be covered by the safe harbor

Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December

successfully integrate acquired businesses; the

provisions for forward-looking statements.

31, 2019 and such things as the following: impacts of COVID-

impact of pending or future litigation or regulatory

Statements contained in this report which are not

19 and any preventative or protective actions taken by

matters; the availability and cost of funds; our

historical facts are forward-looking statements that

governmental authorities, including economic recessions or

ability to access our borrowing capacity under our

involve risks and uncertainties that could cause

depressions; the ability to obtain new contracts at attractive

credit facility; and changes in global economic

actual results to differ materially from projected

prices; the size and timing of customer orders and

conditions. Readers are cautioned not to place

results. These statements can sometimes be

shipments; product pricing and margins; our ability to realize

undue reliance on these forward-looking

identified by our use of forward-looking words such

sales from our backlog; fluctuations in customer demand;

statements, which reflect management’s analysis

as “may,” “believe,” “plan,” “anticipate,” “estimate,”

fluctuations in foreign currencies; competitive factors; the

only as of the date hereof. We undertake no

“expect,” “intend,” and other phrases of similar

timely completion of contracts; the timing and size of

obligation to publicly release the results of any

meaning. Such statements include the planned

expenditures; the timely receipt of government approvals and

revision to these forward-looking statements that

reduction in spending and our 2020 capital budget

permits; the price and availability of metal and other raw

may be made to reflect events or circumstances

and our expected liquidity position over the next

material; fluctuations in tariffs or quotas; changes in laws

after the date hereof or to reflect the occurrence of

three quarters. The forward-looking information is

and regulations, both domestic

unanticipated events.

and foreign, impacting our business and the

based on information available as of the date of this
presentation and on numerous assumptions and
developments that are not within our control.
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OUR STORY

DMC Global is a diversified company. Our
innovative businesses provide differentiated
products and services to niche industrial and
commercial markets around the world. DMC’s
objective is to identify well-run businesses and
strong management teams and support them with
long-term capital and strategic, legal, technology
and operating resources. Our approach helps our
portfolio companies grow core businesses, launch
new initiatives, upgrade technologies and systems
to support their long-term strategy, and make
acquisitions that improve their competitive
positions and expand their markets. Today,
DMC’s portfolio consists of DynaEnergetics and
NobelClad, which collectively address the energy,
industrial processing and transportation markets.
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SELECT DATA

Symbol (Nasdaq GS):

BOOM

52-week price range:

$20.15 – $54.15

Average daily volume:

156,000

Market capitalization:

$493 Million

Shares outstanding:

14.8 Million

Approximate float:

14.4 Million

Fiscal year:

December 31

Revenue (ttm):

$303.2 Million

Adjusted diluted EPS* (ttm)

$1.60

Adjusted EBITDA* (ttm)

$50.3 Million

ROIC* (ttm)

1%

*Non-GAAP financial measure
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DMC PERFORMANCE
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REVENUE BY BUSINESS

DynaEnergetics
NobelClad
$ in millions
2019

2020 6 Months

$310.4

$76.9

(78%)

(66%)

$87.1

$39.9

(22%)
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DMC LEADERSHIP

KEVIN LONGE
President & CEO

MICHAEL KUTA
CFO

MICHELLE SHEPSTON
CLO

GEOFF HIGH
VP, IR & Corp. Comm.

JEFF FITHIAN
CIO

Named President, CEO and
Director in 2013

Joined DMC as CFO in 2014

Joined DMC in 2016 after 16
years with Denver-based Davis
Graham & Stubbs LLP

Joined DMC in 2014 after 21 years
with Pfeiffer High Investor
Relations, Inc.

Joined DMC in 2014

Was a partner with DGS, and
practiced with the Corporate
Finance and Acquisitions Group

As partner with Pfeiffer High;
oversaw small-cap and mid-cap
public-company accounts across
multiple industries. Managed the
DMC Global account for 10 years

Joined DMC as COO in 2012
Former VP and and GM of
Sonoco's $600 million Protective
Packaging division
Former President of Sonoco's
ThermoSafe Brands
Oversaw global sales, marketing,
engineering and R&D for the life
sciences, medical, food and
industrial durables markets
Oversaw 8 manufacturing centers
in the U.S., Europe and Asia
Former President of three
operating divisions at Lydall, Inc.
(NYSE-LDL)

Former Corporate Controller at
Berkshire Hathaway’s Lubrizol
Corporation, a global, $6 billion
specialty chemicals company
Was responsible for building
and managing financial
operations for Lubrizol’s
disbursed global operations, including accounting,
consolidation and financial
reporting functions, and
oversight of internal controls

Expertise in securities law,
mergers & acquisitions, cross
border debt & equity
transactions, contract negotiation
and execution
Industry expertise includes
energy and natural resources

Former financial positions of
increasing responsibility at
Lincoln Electric and Eaton
Corporation

DMCGlobal.com

Expertise in institutional, analyst
and retail investor relations;
shareholder analysis; IR strategy
development and implementation
Industry expertise includes oil &
gas and industrial infrastructure

Former VP of IT at Kärcher North
America, the largest subsidiary of
a $3B global provider of cleaning
products and systems
Directed strategy, planning,
policy and leadership of all IT
functions in North America
Expertise in IT Strategy
Development, Digital
Transformation, Security and
Risk Management, and ERP
Systems
Prior IT leadership roles with Sun
Microsystems, Corporate
Express, and Storage Technology
Corporation
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OUR CULTURE

DMC empowers its people and organizations
by institutionalizing entrepreneurship and
celebrating ingenuity. We seek to foster
local innovation versus centralized control,
and stand behind our businesses in ways
that truly add value. Our culture is based on
four core values: Integrity, Teamwork,
Courage and Humility.
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STREAMLINED MANUFACTURING FOOTPRINT, IMPROVED OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCIES

Over six years, DMC reduced its number of global manufacturing and distribution facilities from 29 to 8, while
concurrently nearly doubling sales.

2014

2019

Manufacturing facilities:
4
Distribution centers:
4
Consolidated sales: $400 M

Manufacturing facilities:
10
Distribution centers:
19
Consolidated sales:
$203 M
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POSITIONED TO CAPITALIZE ON ECONOMIC AND ENERGY-INDUSTRY DOWNTURN

• Net cash position at June 30, 2020
• Undrawn $50 million revolving line of credit
• New products and end-markets at DynaEnergetics
• New applications and end markets at NobelClad
• Global workforce reduced to address decline in market activity
• Selling, general and administrative expense (SG&A) reduced by 25%
• 2020 capital spending budget reduced by 50%
• Quarterly dividend suspended
• Maintaining investments in innovation and value creation for customers
2020 Investor Presentation
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CHAPTER & PAGE TITLE HERE

REPRESENTATIVE: NAME & POSITION HERE
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DYNAENERGETICS OVERVIEW

Leading provider of intrinsically safe perforating systems to the
global oil and gas industry
Manufacturer of industry-leading IS2™ intrinsically safe initiating systems and DS Factory-assembled,
Performance-assured™ perforating systems for the unconventional oil and gas industry
DS systems recognized as the safest, most efficient and most reliable in the market
Leading the transition from field assembly of components to fully factory-assembled perforating
systems delivered directly to unconventional well sites
Enabling increased customer profitability by reducing reliance on assembly personnel and lowering
investments in inventory and supply chain resources
Vertically integrated manufacturing platform enables technology and product innovation, and
provides customers with single-source supplier
Unmatched global reach serving a worldwide network of oil and gas service providers
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DYNAENERGETICS PERFORMANCE
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DYNAENERGETICS LEADERSHIP

IAN GRIEVES
President

ACHIM PABST
VP & GM EMEA

LIAM MC NELIS
VP R&D

GERNOT BURMEISTER
VP Sales AME

EDWIN REEK
VP Product Mgmt. & Mktg.
DMCGlobal.com

TIM ADAMS
VP Business Development
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PERFORATING BASICS

1. Once a wellbore is drilled and
cement and steel casing are in
place, a perforating gun
is deployed into the well.
2. The perforating gun is
fired, sending plasma jets through
the casing and into the
surrounding formation creating
“perforation tunnels.”
3. Oil or gas flows through the
perforation tunnels and
into the well.
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DS FACTORY-ASSEMBLED, PERFORMANCE-ASSURED™ PERFORATING SYSTEM VS. TRADITIONAL PERFORATING GUN & COMPONENTS

Connecting sub
Shaped charges

DynaEnergetics’ DS Perforating System

Pressure bulkhead
Prewired charge carrier

Detonating cord
Resistorized detonator
IS2™ Top-Fire Wireless Detonator
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DS SYSTEMS PROVIDE BUSINESS MODEL ADVANTAGE
DYNAENERGETICS MODEL: PRODUCT BENEFITS + BUSINESS MODEL ADVANTAGE

TRADITIONAL INDUSTRY MODEL

DS Advantages

• Factory-assembled and tested systems are delivered directly to the well site or nearby staging facility
• System is armed upon installation of IS2 switch-detonator, eliminating hundreds or thousands of wired connections
• Surface tester ensures system is fully functional before down-hole deployment
Benefits:
• No misfires – 99.96% reliability rate
• Reduced transportation, storage and labor costs
• Smaller field crews and elimination of remote assembly facilities
• Reduced cycle times
• Simplified supply chain
• Reduced working capital, improved profitability for customers

2020 Investor Presentation

Traditional Process

Service companies purchase
components from multiple suppliers,
then assemble guns in field or shop
Challenges:
• Time consuming assembly and
wiring process can lead to errors
• Quality & safety
• Operating costs and working capital
requirements
• Complexity of supply chain
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FACTORY-ASSEMBLED, PERFORMANCE-ASSURED™ BUSINESS MODEL
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DYNAENERGETICS SHAPED CHARGE PORTFOLIO

HaloFrac™
HaloFrac creates tunnel-tip fractures and results in lower and more
consistent breakdown pressures, uniform proppant placement, highly
uniform frac clusters and higher well productivity ratios. Extensive
modeling and testing has resulted in a shaped charge with superior frac
performance across a wide range of formations.
FracTune™
FracTune charges generate an engineered jet that results in uniform hole
diameter independent of position within the well casing. Wells perforated
with FracTune show low variation in flow and pressure across the
perforations, uniform proppant placement and uniform frac clusters,
resulting in better hydraulic fracture efficiency.
DPEX™
DPEX energetic liner shaped charges generate an extreme pressure spike
inside the perforating channel that will follow the path of least resistance
and initiate a flow back into the wellbore. This backflow will break up the
crushed zone and transport it out of the perforating channel resulting in a
cleaner tunnel with increased diameter.
EchoFrac™
Developed specifically for re-frac applications, EchoFrac charges deliver
uniform entry-hole diameter (EHD) and enough perforating punch to
penetrate two layers of casing, regardless of gun positioning. The result is
better fracture treatments, and ultimately, better production volumes.
2029 Investor Presentation

Performance Optimized Shaped Charges
Shaped charges optimized for total target penetration and entry hole
diameter performance. Deep Penetrating (DP) charges achieve record
perforating depths, Big Hole (BH) charges create large diameter
perforations, and Good Hold (GH) charges offer solid penetration and
increased casing hole diameter.
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DYNAENERGETICS PORTFOLIO OF SYSTEMS
IS2™ INTRINSICALLY SAFE™ INITIATING SYSTEMS

DS FACTORY-ASSEMBLED, PERFORMANCE-ASSURED™
PERFORATING SYSTEMS

Patent-protected, integrated switch-detonator systems

Industry’s first and only fully Factory-Assembled, PerformanceAssured perforating system

•
•
•
•
•

Must receive digital code from surface control panel to fire
RF Safe and immune to stray voltage and stray currents
Allow for simultaneous surface operations during perforating
Enable surface testing of full gun string, including all switches
and detonators
Wireless units are installed in seconds at the well site

Initiated by IS2 integrated switch detonators
Customizable for diameter, length and shot density, depending
on basin or formation
• 99.96% downhole performance rate
• Fully disposable
• Streamlines workforce and supply chain with single-source
solution
•
•

IS2 TF (Top Fire)

IS2 CA (Customer Assembled)
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DS Trinity™
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IS2 SYSTEMS ENABLE GREATEST NUMBER OF PERFORATING
SYSTEMS PER STAGE

• Enables deployment of up to 100 perforating systems per stage
• Safest, most reliable system in the industry
• Highest performance, lowest operating cost, greatest value
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DYNAENERGETICS DS PORTFOLIO

• Industry’s most comprehensive line of
packaging options, enabling completion
engineers to tailor their perforating solutions
for specific rock formations and reservoirs
• All systems are Factory-Assembled,
Performance-Assured™
2020 Investor Presentation

• Product portfolio includes DS Liberator™
ballistic release tool and DS MicroSet™ setting
tool
• All systems included in DynaEnergetics’ IP
portfolio, which consists of more than 300 patents
or patent applications
DMCGlobal.com
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DS PERFORATING SYSTEMS FEATURE MULTIPLE CHARGE CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

DS Nline™

Oriented
2020 Investor Presentation

DS Infinity™

Standard Helical
DMCGlobal.com

DS Trinity™

In-Plane
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NEW ADDITIONS TO DS PRODUCT FAMILY

DS Liberator™

DS Echo™

DS Echo is purposely designed for re-frac operations in
existing shale wells
• Slim-diameter enables system to be deployed inside the
new secondary casing
• Armed with EchoFrac™ shaped charges that deliver
uniform entry-hole diameter (EHD) and provides
consistent Area Open to Flow (AOF)

•

2020 Investor Presentation

DS MicroSet™

DS Liberator is a ballistic release tool (BRT) that enables a
perforating string to be disengaged if stuck in the well bore
• DS MicroSet is a compact, disposable setting tool used to install the
plugs that isolate stages in a multi-stage, unconventional oil or gas
well
• Combined, both products increase DynaEnergetics’ total
addressable market by 20%
• Together, the complete the full DS perforating string
•

DMCGlobal.com
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PLUG AND ABANDONMENT (P&A) SYSTEMS

• DynaSlot is designed for cost-effective plug and abandonment
“cement squeeze” operations. System uses series of
rectangular charges to perforate a spiral pattern of horizontal
slots in the casing of a well.
• Spiral pattern provides full 360°access to the area behind the
tubing or casing. Cement pumped through the slots
permanently seals the well by cutting off the vertical channels
and voids from which gas and fluids would otherwise flow.
• Market opportunity for advanced P&A solutions is expanding:
• States seeking to address growing inventory of orphan wells
• Exploration and Production companies working to mitigate
environmental impact of their operations
2020 Investor Presentation
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NEW INITIATING SYSTEM FOR HIGH-TEMPERATURE MINING APPLICATIONS

• Igneo™ Intrinsically Safe initiating system designed for high-temperature
mining operations
• Withstands temperatures of up to 150°C (302°F) for as long as 48 hours
• Enables rapid programing, testing, and simultaneous initiation of up to
1,000 detonators
• Designed in collaboration with Australia’s largest gold mining company
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SALES STRATEGY

DynaEnergetics’ sales and
marketing programs extend
beyond service providers to
include exploration & production
companies operating throughout
North America’s unconventional
oil and gas sector.

An operator-focused sales strategy has resulted in
strong product pull through from many of North
America’s most influential E&P companies.

The BOOM-1 Marketing Trailer takes DynaEnergetics’ products and technologies
directly to operators and service providers across North America
2020 Investor Presentation
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CAPACITY FOR GROWTH

104,000 sq. ft. manufacturing,
R&D, and customer training
center in Blum, Texas
Six automated IS2 assembly
lines in Troisdorf, Germany
Four shaped charge
manufacturing lines in Texas
and Germany
50 CNC machines for TSA and
gun manufacturing in Texas and
Germany
6 DS assembly lines in Texas
2020 Investor Presentation
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NOBELCLAD OVERVIEW

NobelClad is a leading global supplier of composite metals
World’s leading manufacturer of explosion welded plates
Serves diverse industrial and infrastructure end markets
Competitive advantages include application and market development teams, an
international marketing organization, and global manufacturing facilities
Leading the development of new global end markets for composite metal plates
Strong free cash flow
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NOBELCLAD’S PERFORMANCE

Adjusted EBITDA*
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NOBELCLAD LEADERSHIP

ANTOINE NOBILI
President

EDGAR VIDAL
VP Business Dev. & Mktg.

CHAD TOTH
Director Global Operations

KUNI ETAK
Director Global Supply Chain

JASON CARTER
Global Director of Sales

JULIE MRAZ
Global Finance Director

MANFRED MARCY
Managing Dir., European Ops
DMCGlobal.com
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NOBELCLAD GROWTH INITIATIVES

• Increase investment in global sales
organization
• Maintain focus on application
development and innovation
• Improve contribution and gross
margins
• Capitalize on new product
solutions
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DEMAND DRIVERS FOR EXPLOSION WELDING

01

Global Infrastructure
Investment
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02

03

Corrosive
Environments

Design
Flexibility
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Clad Product

NOBELCLAD PRODUCTS AND ASSOCIATED APPLICATIONS

Clad Head

Tube Sheet

Structural Transition Joint

Separation Towers

Pressure Vessels

Heat Exchangers

Deck/hull Interface

Application

Clad Plate
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NOBELCLAD’S COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

NobelClad’s leadership position in
the explosion welding industry is
protected by significant barriers to
entry.
• Global network of specialty metals
providers
• Permits and shooting sites
in U.S. and Europe
• Mastery of explosion-welding
process for large-scale production
• Strong working relationships with
end-market customers
Titanium clad pressure vessels – image courtesy of Coek Engineering.
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PRIMARY END MARKETS SERVED

• Chemical
• Oil and Gas
• Metals and Mining
• Marine
• Power Generation
• Alternative Energy
• Industrial Refrigeration
• Transportation
• Defense and Protection
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CAPACITY FOR GROWTH

Manufacturing centers in
Liebenscheid, Germany and Mt.
Braddock, Penn. include
193,000 sq. ft. for production,
R&D and training
Explosion welding shooting
sites in Germany and
Pennsylvania
Manufacturing assets include
heat treatment furnaces, linear
welding centers, digital X-Ray
inspection systems, plasma and
water-jet cutting units, rollers,
25 to 100-ton overhead cranes,
levelers and automated ultra
sonic testing
2020 Investor Presentation
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SELECT END USERS

Chemicals

Refining

Mining

Engineering

NobelClad provides value to its industrial and infrastructure customers by
collaborating at every stage of development. During design phases,
NobelClad is a key resource for process architects and engineers who often
write NobelClad plates into their manufacturing specifications.
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE REVIEW

($MM except per share
amounts)

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

6M 19

6M 20

$166.9
-18%

$158.6
-5%

$192.8
22%

$326.4
69%

$397.6
22%

$211.1
42%

$116.8
(45%)

$35.6
21%

$38.7
24%

$59.4
31%

$110.7
34%

$144.9
36%

$78.5
37%

$31.1
27%

Operating Profit (Loss)*
% margin

($23.7)
-14%

($4.1)
-3%

$9.6
5%

$46.5
14%

$78.7
20%

$45.5
22%

$1.5
1%

Diluted EPS from
Continuing Operations*

($1.72)

($0.39)

$0.16

$2.07

$3.75

$2.20

$0.05

$13.0
8%

$9.1
6%

$23.1
12%

$59.6
18%

$93.7
24%

$53.0
25%

$9.6
8%

Sales
% growth
Gross Profit
% margin

Adjusted EBITDA*
% margin

*Non-GAAP financial measures
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BALANCE SHEET HIGHLIGHTS

Assets ($MM)

December 31, 2019

March 31, 2020

June 30, 2020

Cash, cash equivalents

$20.4

$16.5

$17.2

Accounts receivables, net

$60.9

$51.0

$33.7

Inventory

$53.7

$61.4

$59.8

Total current assets

$144.4

$138.4

$119.1

Total assets

$277.4

$268.9

$252.0

Total current liabilities

$71.4

$63.1

$49.9

Lines of credit

$11.1

$13.5

$12.7

Total liabilities

$105.3

$95.3

$81.7

Total stockholders’ equity

$172.1

$173.7

$170.3

Total liabilities and stockholders’
equity

$277.4

$268.9

$252.0

Liabilities ($MM)
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DMC’S PERFORMANCE TENETS

DMC management has closely
aligned its interests with those
of its stakeholders, and all
decisions are made to maximize
stakeholder value.
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DMC has adopted three tenets to guide superior
share price performance:
1.

Maximize free cash flow through financial
discipline

2.

Maximize return on invested capital by achieving
operational excellence and making discerning
investment decisions

3.

Invest in new technology, product and market
development to drive sustained growth and
increased profitability

DMCGlobal.com
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CONTACT INFORMATION

Contact

Primary Contact

DMC
11800 Ridge Parkway, Suite 300
Broomfield, Colorado 80021, USA
T 800-821-2666

Geoff High
Vice President of Investor Relations
E ghigh@dmcglobal.com
T 303-514-0656
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APPENDIX: USE OF NON-GAAP FINANCIAL MEASURES
Adjusted EBITDA, adjusted operating income (loss), adjusted net
income (loss), and net cash are non-GAAP (generally accepted
accounting principles) financial measures used by management to
measure operating performance and liquidity. Non-GAAP results are
presented only as a supplement to the financial statements based on
U.S. generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). The non-GAAP
financial information is provided to enhance the reader’s
understanding of DMC’s financial performance, but no non-GAAP
measure should be considered in isolation or as a substitute for
financial measures calculated in accordance with GAAP.
Reconciliations of the most directly comparable GAAP measures to
non-GAAP measures are provided within the schedules attached to
this release.
EBITDA is defined as net income plus or minus net interest plus
taxes, depreciation and amortization. Adjusted EBITDA excludes from
EBITDA stock-based compensation, restructuring and impairment
charges and, when appropriate, other items that management does
not utilize in assessing DMC’s operating performance (as further
described in the attached financial schedules). Adjusted operating
income (loss) is defined as operating income (loss) plus restructuring
and impairment charges and, when appropriate, other items that
management does not utilize in assessing DMC’s operating
performance. Adjusted net income (loss) is defined as net income
(loss) plus restructuring and impairment charges and, when
appropriate, other items that management does not utilize in
assessing DMC’s operating performance. Net cash is defined as total
cash and cash equivalents less total debt. None of these non-GAAP
financial measures are recognized terms under GAAP and do not
purport to be an alternative to net income as an indicator of
operating performance or any other GAAP measure.

Presentation
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Management uses adjusted EBITDA in its operational and financial
decision-making, believing that it is useful to eliminate certain items
in order to focus on what it deems to be a more reliable indicator of
ongoing operating performance. As a result, internal management
reports used during monthly operating reviews feature adjusted
EBITDA measures. Management believes that investors may find this
non-GAAP financial measure useful for similar reasons, although
investors are cautioned that non-GAAP financial measures are not a
substitute for GAAP disclosures. In addition, management incentive
awards are based, in part, on the amount of adjusted EBITDA
achieved during relevant periods. EBITDA and adjusted EBITDA are
also used by research analysts, investment bankers and lenders to
assess operating performance. For example, a measure similar to
adjusted EBITDA is required by the lenders under DMC’s credit
facility.
Net cash is used by management to supplement GAAP financial
information and evaluate DMC’s performance, and management
believes this information may be similarly useful to investors.
Adjusted operating income (loss) and adjusted net income (loss) are
presented because management believes these measures are useful
to understand the effects of restructuring and impairment charges on
DMC’s operating income (loss) and net income (loss), respectively.
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Because not all companies use identical calculations, DMC’s
presentation of non-GAAP financial measures may not be comparable
to other similarly titled measures of other companies. However, these
measures can still be useful in evaluating the company’s performance
against its peer companies because management believes the
measures provide users with valuable insight into key components of
GAAP financial disclosures. For example, a company with greater GAAP
net income may not be as appealing to investors if its net income is
more heavily comprised of gains on asset sales. Likewise, eliminating
the effects of interest income and expense moderates the impact of a
company’s capital structure on its performance.
All of the items included in the reconciliation from net income to
EBITDA and adjusted EBITDA are either (i) non-cash items (e.g.,
depreciation, amortization of purchased intangibles and stock-based
compensation) or (ii) items that management does not consider to be
useful in assessing DMC’s operating performance (e.g., income taxes,
restructuring and impairment charges). In the case of the non-cash
items, management believes that investors can better assess the
company’s operating performance if the measures are presented
without such items because, unlike cash expenses, these adjustments
do not affect DMC’s ability to generate free cash flow or invest in its
business. For example, by adjusting for depreciation and amortization
in computing EBITDA, users can compare operating performance
without regard to different accounting determinations such as useful
life. In the case of the other items, management believes that investors
can better assess operating performance if the measures are presented
without these items because their financial impact does not reflect
ongoing operating performance.
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RECONCILIATIONS OF NON-GAAP FINANCIAL MEASUREMENTS – DYNAMIC MATERIALS EBITDA AND ADJUSTED EBITDA

($MM except per share amounts)

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

6M 19

6M 20

Net income (loss) attributable to DMC

$2.6

$(24.0)

$(6.5)

$(18.9)

$30.5

$34.0

$32.4

($1.5)

Income from discontinued operations

$(0.6)

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Interest expense

$0.6

$1.7

$1.1

$1.6

$1.6

$1.6

$0.8

$0.4

Income tax provision (benefit)

$3.9

$(2.1)

$0.8

$3.6

$4.1

$22.7

$12.2

($0.5)

Depreciation

$7.1

$6.2

$6.8

$6.5

$6.6

$8.3

$4.0

$4.7

Amortization

$6.1

$4.0

$4.0

$4.1

$2.9

$1.5

$0.8

$0.7

$19.7

$(14.2)

$6.2

($3.1)

$45.7

$68.1

$50.2

$3.8

$6.8

$4.1

$1.2

$4.3

$1.1

$19.5

$0.4

$3.2

Restructuring related inventory write down

—

—

—

—

—

$0.6

—

—

Restructuring related accounts receivable
write off

—

—

—

—

—

$0.1

—

—

Accrued anti-dumping duties

—

$6.2

—

$17.6

—

—

—

—

Goodwill impairment charges

—

$11.5

—

—

$8.0

—

—

—

Stock-based compensation

$3.6

$2.8

$2.3

$3.0

$3.6

$5.2

$2.7

$2.6

Other (income) expense, net

$0.3

$0.7

($0.6)

$1.4

$1.2

$0.2

($0.3)

—

$31.7

$13.0

$9.1
$23.1
DMCGlobal.com

$59.6

$93.7

$53.0

$9.6

EBITDA
Restructuring

Adjusted EBITDA
2019 Investor Presentation
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RECONCILIATIONS OF NON-GAAP FINANCIAL MEASUREMENTS - DILUTED EPS FROM CONTINUING OPERATIONS

($MM except per share amounts)

Pre-tax

Tax

Net

Diluted
EPS

Six months ended June 30, 2019
Net income from continuing operations, as
reported

Pre-tax

Tax

Net

Diluted
EPS

Six months ended June 30, 2020

$44.6

$12.2

$32.4

$2.17

($2.0)

($2.0)

($2.0)

($0.10)

$0.4

—

$0.4

$0.03

$0.3

$0.1

$0.2

$0.01

DynaEnergetics

—

—

—

—

$2.8

$0.9

$1.9

$0.13

Corporate

—

—

—

—

$0.1

$0.0

$0.1

$0.01

$45.0

$12.2

$32.8

$2.20

$1.2

$0.5

$0.7

$0.05

Restructuring programs:
NobelClad

Net income from continuing operations,
excluding charges

2020 Investor Presentation
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RECONCILIATIONS OF NON-GAAP FINANCIAL MEASUREMENTS - DYNAENERGETICS EBITDA AND ADJUSTED EBITDA

($MM except per share amounts)

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

6M 19

6M 20

Operating income (loss)

$14.5

$(19.2)

$(5.4)

$15.5

$44.5

$68.8

$49.9

$1.7

Depreciation

$2.5

$2.5

$3.1

$3.2

$3.8

$5.2

$2.5

$3.0

Amortization

$4.2

$3.7

$3.6

$3.7

$2.5

$1.2

$0.6

$0.5

Restructuring

—

$1.7

$1.1

$0.5

—

$18.6

—

$2.8

Restructuring related inventory write
down

—

—

—

—

—

$0.6

—

—

Restructuring related accounts receivable
write off

—

—

—

—

—

$0.1

—

—

Goodwill impairment charge

—

$11.5

—

—

—

—

—

—

Accrued anti-dumping duties & penalties

—

$6.2

—

—

$8.0

—

—

—

$1.3

$1.9

—

—

—

—

—

—

$22.5

$8.3

$2.5

$22.8

$58.8

$94.5

$53.0

$8.0

DynaEnergetics inventory reserves
Adjusted EBITDA

2020 Investor Presentation
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RECONCILIATIONS OF NON-GAAP FINANCIAL MEASUREMENTS - NOBELCLAD EBITDA AND ADJUSTED EBITDA

($MM except per share
amounts)

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

6M 19

6M 20

Operating income (loss)

$2.2

$5.8

$8.9

$(17.4)

$6.5

$7.2

$3.8

$3.5

Depreciation

$4.6

$3.8

$3.6

$3.3

$2.8

$2.7

$1.4

$1.5

Amortization

$1.9

$0.4

$0.4

$0.4

$0.4

$0.4

$0.2

$0.2

Restructuring

$6.8

$0.8

—

$3.8

$1.1

$0.9

$0.4

$0.3

—

—

—

$17.6

—

—

—

—

$15.5

$10.8

$12.9

$7.7

$10.8

$11.2

$5.8

$5.5

Goodwill impairment
charge
Adjusted EBITDA

2020 Investor Presentation
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RECONCILIATIONS OF NON-GAAP FINANCIAL MEASUREMENTS – RETURN ON INVESTED CAPITAL

3-months ended
June 30, 2019

Sept. 30, 2019

Dec. 31, 2019

March 31, 2020

June 30, 2020

Operating income
Income tax provision (benefit) (1)
Net operating profit after taxes (NOPAT)

24,653
7,371
17,282

12,821
5,782
7,039

499
5,227
(4,728)

6,347
2,110
4,237

(7,990)
(2,509)
(5,481)

Trailing Twelve Months NOPAT

54,040

55,655

35,055

23,830

1,070

428

Sept. 30, 2019
405

December 31, 2019
967

March 31, 2020
2,320

(3,843)

(3,656)

(3,431)

(3,836)

(3,902)

(4,157)

880

458

1,469

3,786

3,692

2,747

5,367
2,122
6,157
3,125

9,419
2,016
9,506
3,125

10,427
1,944
9,487
3,125

9,651
1,716
9,777
3,125

8,666
1,618
9,454
3,125

5,727
1,846
10,430
3,125

Allowance for doubtful accounts
Deferred tax assets

March 31, 2019
574

Deferred tax liabilities
Accrued income taxes
Current portion of lease liabilities
Long-term portion of lease liabilities
Current portion of long-term debt
Long-term debt

June 30, 2019

June 30, 2020
2,882

40,239

32,744

25,010

11,147

10,406

9,595

Total stockholders’ equity

148,911

163,501

167,076

172,141

173,689

170,283

Total invested capital
Average Invested capital
Trailing Twelve Months ROIC

203,532
175,188
25%

217,541
187,058
29%

215,512
193,497
29%

208,474
195,276
18%

209.068
206,300
12%

202,478
210,010
1%

(1)

Tax calculation for NOPAT:

Income Before Income Taxes
Income Tax Provision
Effective Tax Rate

2020 Investor Presentation

3 months ended
March 31, 2019

3 months ended
June 30, 2019

3 months ended
Sept. 30, 2019

3 months ended
Dec. 31, 2019

12 months ended
Dec. 31, 2019

3 months ended
March 31, 2020

3 months ended
June 30, 2020

20,058

24,587

12,604

(547)

56,702

6,224

(8,231)

4,888

7,343

5,689

4,741

22,661

2,069

(2,583)

24.4 %

29.9%

45.1%

(866.7)%

40.0%

33.2%

31.4%
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